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Abstract—This paper aims at researching the effect of computer multimedia 
assisted word annotation on incidental vocabulary acquisition of English 
reading of Chinese students. An empirical research experiment is designed 
based on the ideas of word annotation, incidental vocabulary acquisition, 
multimedia annotation, and so on. Through analyzing, three main problems are 
put forward in this paper. In the empirical experiment, two variables of different 
annotation modes and subjects’ English levels are designed and immediate test 
and delayed test are adopted. By selecting suitable test subjects, test materials 
and test tool, an empirical research has been conducted and the corresponding 
conclusions have been drawn. The re-search takes the effect of individual 
English level differences on incidental vocabulary acquisition of English 
reading and the experimental result play a positive role in the selection of 
suitable computer assisted annotation modes for students of different English 
levels. 

Keywords—Computer multimedia, word annotation, incidental vocabulary 
acquisition, empirical research 

1 Introduction 

English vocabulary is the cornerstone of English learning and the level of English 
vocabulary is related to the levels of all aspects, such as English listening, speaking, 
reading and writing. Researches show that the learning of English vocabulary is not 
only obtained through English vocabulary teaching, but can be acquired in incidental 
acquisition by various learning modes, such as English reading, English listening 
comprehension, and English writing. Incidental vocabulary acquisition in English 
reading is the main mode of indirect learning of vocabulary and the research focus. It 
is often thought that vocabulary annotation in English reading can increase the inci-
dental vocabulary acquisition. Recently, with the popularity of computer assisted 
learning (CAL) in English learning applications, computer multimedia assisted word 
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annotation has been widely used in English teaching so as to improve students’ Eng-
lish reading efficiency and incidental vocabulary acquisition [1-3].  

The concept of incidental vocabulary acquisition of second language at abroad was 
put forward and researched as early as 1985. Some scholars have concluded that the 
multimedia annotation mode combining text and language can better promote the 
incidental vocabulary acquisition than the single text annotation. Some scholars have 
proved the positive role of multimedia annotation in language learning and language 
teaching through experiments. Compared with the mature second language learning 
annotation research at abroad, the research on the computer as ancillary equipment for 
multimedia assisted annotation at home is still in its infancy. Relevant scholars have 
conducted studies by referring to the overseas researches on multimedia annotation 
and incidental vocabulary acquisition, and made a comparative research on four kinds 
of multimedia annotations, including Chinese annotation, English annotation, Chinese 
plus pictures, English plus pictures, as well as drawn a conclusion that the annotation 
effect of Chinese plus pictures is the best. Although researches at home have made 
great progress, computer multimedia assisted word annotation hasn’t considered the 
key variable-learners’ English levels, and research on voice assisted annotation as a 
part of multimedia annotation has been seldom studied [4-6].  

This paper first interprets and analyzes the related concepts and shows different 
modes of multimedia assisted word annotation, which lays a solid theoretical founda-
tion for experimental research. In the experimental demonstration phase, three main 
problems are clarified and variables of different annotation modes and subjects’ Eng-
lish levels are set. Annotation modes include text + picture, text + voice, text + picture 
+ voice and subjects’ English levels include high and low levels. 105 students from a 
normal university are chosen as experimental subjects. Then this paper adopts imme-
diate test and delayed test, designs test materials, test tool, and experimentation, as 
well as analyzes the experimental result. This research considers the effect of multi-
media vocabulary annotation on incidental vocabulary acquisition at different English 
levels, and applies the voice as a multimedia assisted annotation to the empirical re-
search. The research results are of great significance to the application of multimedia 
assisted annotation in English reading, which can help students improve incidental 
vocabulary acquisition in reading.  

2 Theoretical Basis 

2.1 Incidental vocabulary acquisition 

Concept definition: The term “incidental vocabulary acquisition” was first pro-
posed in 1985, holding that children did not intentionally acquire vocabulary of their 
mother tongue but learned the vocabulary from incidental acquisition in other tasks, 
such as reading, listening to songs and retelling. Vocabulary learning can be divided 
into direct vocabulary learning and indirect vocabulary learning. The former refers to 
various forms of direct vocabulary learning while the latter refers to the incidental 
vocabulary acquisition in the process of focusing on speech transmission and reading 
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comprehension. Why vocabulary is “incidental” is because learners’ main attention 
and learning materials are not vocabulary learning but learning the vocabulary inci-
dentally on the basis of comprehending and having a full grasp of the full text. Alt-
hough no unified definition of incidental vocabulary acquisition has been formed in 
the field of second language researches, second language researchers in many fields 
think that incidental vocabulary acquisition plays an important role in second lan-
guage learning [7-8].  

Influencing factors: Through the research of scholars in the industry, the follow-
ing five factors that affecting the incidental vocabulary acquisition are summarized:  

• The vocabulary of the learner, the research indicates the premise of vocabulary 
incidental acquisition is that the learner's foreign language vocabulary is greater 
than 2000, especially in English reading only by mastering most of the vocabulary 
can learner build contextual knowledge and successfully guess the meaning of 
words; 

• The familiarity of the topic and the ability of the learner to read, experimental re-
search shows that the familiarity of the topic is proportional to the reader's ability 
and the ability of the new words to be acquired; 

• The frequency occurrence of vocabulary in the reading material, the higher the 
frequency of vocabulary appearing in the reading article, the better the vocabulary 
incidental acquisition effect; 

• The learner's ability to guess words, students with good guessing ability, can learn 
more new words in reading, they are more likely to expand their vocabulary than 
students with poor guessing ability, the learner's ability to guess words does have a 
certain impact on vocabulary incidental acquisition, learners with stronger guessing 
ability have better vocabulary learning effect; 

• The amount of input by the learner, the self-review of the learner after reading the 
task is considered as the input of vocabulary incidental acquisition, the more the 
input, the better the learned effect and the longer vocabulary memory [9-10].  

2.2 Annotation 

Concept definition: Some scholars think that the word “annotation” can date back 
to the Middle Ages when students learned foreign language articles usually in Latin 
and annotation could help students better interpret the article. Traditionally, annota-
tions are placed at the margin or footer to help students understand the meaning of the 
article so that the reading process won’t be interrupted for looking up dictionaries. 
Second language learning annotations can be divided into mother tongue annotation, 
second language annotation and bilingual annotation from the annotation language; 
can be divided into individual annotation and multiple annotations in terms of annota-
tion form; and can be divided into multimedia annotation and plain text annotation 
from the annotation modes. With the development of computer multimedia technolo-
gy, multimedia annotation methods based on pictures, voice and videos have become 
more and more popular [11-12]. 
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Multimedia annotation: Because of the close connection between annotation and 
second-language reading comprehension, vocabulary acquisition, the current research 
on annotations only discusses annotations as an incidental content of reading and 
vocabulary, and does not form an independent theoretical system supporting multi-
media annotations. Therefore, most of the theories of annotation research are based on 
the two-language reading comprehension and vocabulary acquisition theory. The 
existing annotation-related theories include Schimdt's attention theory, Wittrock's 
production processing theory, and Paivio's double-coding theory. Among them, dou-
ble-coding theory is the most widely used in second language acquisition. 

Double-coding Theory holds that the human memory system contains two inde-
pendent but interrelated information processing code systems: language system and 
non-language system. The language system processes the language code and stores 
the language information while the non-language system processes the non-language 
factors, such as images, emotional response and visual pictures. Compared words that 
are processed only by language system, word that are processed simultaneously by 
both language and non-language systems are better understood and memorized for 
learners [13-14]. 

Based on Double-coding Theory, multimedia annotation mode conducts short defi-
nition or explanation for new words through texts, pictures, voice, videos and other 
non-linguistic ways. With the popularity of computer hardware technology, the mode 
of multimedia assisted word annotation has been widely used in English reading 
teaching. The study of multimedia annotation to improve students’ reading compre-
hension and to increase students’ incidental vocabulary acquisition has become a 
research hotspot [15]. 

3 Application of Computer Multimedia Annotation in English 
Reading 

3.1 Practical cases of English reading—Text annotation 

The application of computer multimedia technology in English reading tends to be 
mature in China. An excerpt of reading comprehension is chosen from intensive read-
ing course of College English. As shown in Figure 1, it is a case of text annotation of 
computer multimedia technology in English reading. 
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Fig. 1. Case of text annotation of computer multimedia technology in English reading  

In Figure 1, the corresponding annotation can be seen when clicking on the 
underlined keywords. Multimedia annotation makes it more convenient for students to 
complete the overall reading and saves time, which achieves efficient and concise 
English reading. Besides, incidental acquisition of key new words is also achieved in 
the reading [16]. 

3.2 Practical cases of English readingpicture annotation 

In addition to text annotation, hypermedia technology also brings picture annota-
tion. The following excerpt contains four words “Valley”, “Plain”, “Instrument”, and 
“Freeze” from reading text. It is supposed that these words are unfamiliar to the learn-
ers and the corresponding text annotation can’t make the learners understand their 
meaning. Then multimedia technology can be used to help learners understand the 
meaning of words in the form of pictures as shown in Figure 2.  

 
Fig. 2. Picture annotation 

User 
Login

Multimedia Auxiliary Vocabulary Notes—Image

Valley Plain

Instrument Freeze
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In addition to individual annotations of pictures and texts, computer hypermedia 
technology has achieved combined annotation of vocabulary in English reading. Next, 
we will demonstrate the effect of these different types of annotations on incidental 
vocabulary acquisition by specific examples [17]. 

4 Effect of Computer Multimedia Assisted Word Annotation 

4.1 Empirical research questions 

In view of the status quo of researches and the purpose of this study in China, it is 
necessary to clarify the following questions in empirical experiments: 

• Do the different annotations have an effect on incidental vocabulary acquisition in 
reading comprehension? Is the effect related to learners' English levels? 

• Which kind of multimedia annotation mode can best promote incidental acquisition 
of English vocabulary and whether is related to the English levels of learners? 

• Which kind of multimedia annotation mode is best for learners to deepen their 
vocabulary memory and whether it is related to the English levels of learners? 

4.2 Empirical research methods 

Experimental group design: There are two groups of variables in this research, 
namely annotation mode of and English levels. The annotation modes include text + 
picture, text + voice, text + picture + voice and English levels include high and low 
levels. Therefore, the experiment can be divided into six groups. 

105 students of non-English major from a normal university are chosen as experi-
mental subjects. Before the test, the language level assessment is used to test students’ 
vocabulary. According to the results of the vocabulary test, among 105 students, 53 
are at high level and 52 are at low level. The specific grouping of test is text + picture 
(18 at high level and 19 at low level), text + voice (17 at high level and 18 at low 
level, text + picture + voice (18 at high level and 15 at low level). 

Experimental material of reading: It is very crucial to select reading materials 
and the difficulty level should be equivalent to the English levels of subjects. In this 
paper, Seven Crows in Grimm’s Fairy Tales is taken as the experimental material 
whose Forecast reading index is 7.8 and the difficulty is moderate. 18 new words are 
chosen from it as target learning words. The method of multimedia courseware anno-
tation is used to annotate the target words: the words are given the meaning through 
English-Chinese Dictionary in form of text; the related pictures are retrieved through 
the Internet; and the pronunciation is recorded and explained by the English profes-
sional teachers. 

Test tool: The test tool refers to the test item types for testing students’ level of in-
cidental vocabulary acquisition. The first one is analysis of word meanings which 
requires students to write down the meaning of the 18 target words in Chinese or 
English with a total of 18 points. The second one is gap filling. Students will select 
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1six words for different contexts and scenarios from the 18 target words to fill in the 
blank with a total of 1six points. The test tool takes into account both the productive 
ability and receptive ability of incidental vocabulary acquisition. 

Experimentation 

• Experimental setting: Learning task is introduced first and reading test materials 
for six groups of students are prepared. Students are required to complete analysis 
of word meanings and gap filling. The test time is 40 minutes.  

• Immediate vocabulary test: After the completion of the 40-minute test, six groups 
of students are required to take immediate test for 18 target words to check inci-
dental vocabulary acquisition for 15 minutes.  

• Delayed vocabulary test: Two weeks after completing the immediate test, only the 
order of the vocabulary test questions is changed to test the incidental vocabulary 
acquisition again. 

• SPSS11.0 is used to count six kinds of test scores of immediate vocabulary test and 
delayed vocabulary test.  

4.3 Analysis and discussion of research results 

Research results: Table 1 is the scores statistics of immediate vocabulary test and 
delayed vocabulary test of six groups of students, including the average score and 
standard deviation. 

Table 1.  Vocabulary test scores statistics of six groups of students  

English 
level Annotation Number 

Instant test 
Meaning Gap filling 

Average Std 
deviation Average Std 

deviation 

High level 
Text+Image 18 4.11 3.802 4.06 2.578 
Text+Voice 17 6.82 .557 5.88 4.167 

Text+Image +Voice 18 8.56 4.681 8.33 4.087 

Low level 
Text+Image 19 2.95 2.972 2.53 2.010 
Text+Voice 18 5.17 4.423 5.33 3.464 

Text+Image +Voice 15 4.33 3.436 4.13 2.503 

English 
level Annotation Number 

Delay test 
Meaning Gap filling 

Average Std 
deviation Average Std 

deviation 

High level 
Text+Image 18 1.94 2.100 1.61 1.577 
Text+Voice 17 3.35 2.783 4.06 3.288 

Text+Image +Voice 18 3.33 2.679 4.33 3.308 

Low level 
Text+Image 19 1.37 1.499 2.05 1.649 
Text+Voice 18 1.28 1.841 2.33 2.910 

Text+Image +Voice 15 1.53 1.727 3.67 1.952 
 
It can be seen from the table that for subjects of high English levels, the average 

score of text + picture + voice annotation mode is the highest in the three kinds of 
annotation modes both in immediate and delayed test followed by text + voice annota-
tion mode. And the average score of text + picture annotation mode is the lowest. For 
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subjects of low English levels, the average score of analysis of word meanings and 
gap filling of text + voice annotation mode in immediate test is the highest and the 
average score of text + picture + picture annotation mode in delayed test is the high-
est.  

In order to further observe the effect of three kinds of annotation modes on inci-
dental vocabulary acquisition, one-dimensional analysis of variance is carried out and 
the results are shown in Table 2 (a) and Table 2 (b). 

Table 2.  (a) One-dimensional analysis of variance results  

  Quadratic sum DOF 
 Test level High Low High Low 

Instant test 
Meaning 

Between-group 180.552 46.527 2 2 
intra-group 820.693 656.781 50 49 

Gap filling 
Between-group 165.819 73.453 2 2 

intra-group 674.709 364.470 50 49 

Delay test 
Meaning 

Between-group 23.240 0.542 2 2 
intra-group 320.827 139.765 50 49 

Gap filling 
Between-group 80.328 24.027 2 2 

Intra-group 401.219 246.281 50 49 

(b) One-dimensional analysis of variance results 

  Mean square F value P value 
 Test level High Low High Low High Low 

Instant test 
Meaning 

Between-group 90.276 23.263 5.5000 1.736 0.007 0.187 
intra-group 16.273 13.404     

Gap filling 
Between-group 82.910 36.726 6.114 4.938 0.004 0.011 
intra-group 13.494 7.438     

Delay test 
Meaning 

Between-group 11.624 0.271 1.812 0.095 0.174 0.910 
intra-group 6.417 2.852     

Gap filling 
Between-group 40.164 12.013 5.005 2.390 0.10 0.102 
Intra-group 8.024 5.026     

 
It can be seen from the table that there is a significant difference (P<0.5) in analy-

sis of word meanings test results of different annotation modes in immediate or de-
layed tests for high-level English learners, and it is the same with low-level English 
learners. 

Based on the one-way variance results of Table 2, the Scheffé test is used to test 
the impact of the three annotation methods on reading and vocabulary tasks [18-19]. 
The main research results are as shown in Table 3 (a) and Table 3 (b). 
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Table 3.  (a) The effect of three annotations on the vocabulary test of high and low level 
learners  

Tester dependent variable Independent variable 
- - Annotations1 Annotations2 

High level 

Instant test 
Text+image Text+voice 
Text+image Text+voice+image 
Text+voice Text+voice+image 

Delay test 
Text+image Text+voice 
Text+image Text+voice+image 
Text+voice Text+voice+image 

Low level 

Instant test Text+image Text+voice 
Text+image Text+voice+image 

 Text+voice Text+voice+image 

Delay test Text+image Text+voice 
Text+image Text+voice+image 

 Text+voice Text+voice+image 

(b) The effect of three annotations on the vocabulary test of high and low level learners 

Tester dependent 
variable Mean difference (1-2) P value 

- - Reading Meaning Gap-
filling Reading Meaning Gap-

filling 

High level 

Instant test 
0.061 -2.74 -1.82 0.968 0.158 0.324 
-0.061 -4.48* -4.38* 0.992 0.0075 0.0048 
-0.113 -1.704 -2.43 0.978 0.453 0.152 

Delay test 
- -1.41 -2.45* - 0.268 0.0467 
- -1.38 -2.71* _ 0.267 0.46 
- -0.021 -0.272 _ 1.002 0.956 

Low level 

Instant test 
0.174 -2.20 -2.81* 0.953 0.193 0.011 
2.15* -1.39 -1.61 0.0021 0.551 0.241 

 1.98* 0.82 1.21 0.0065 0.814 0.455 

Delay test 
- 0.098 -0.278 - 0.998 0.931 
- -0.16 -1.61 - 0.962 0.124 

 - -0.26 -1.34 - 0.910 0.243 

 
The results show that in the instant test for high level learner, the text + image + 

voice annotation in the meaning task is significantly different from the text + image 
annotation. There is also a significant difference in the gap filling task. In the delay 
test, there is no significant difference in the form of annotation in the meaning task, 
but the text + voice annotation, the text + image + voice annotation and the text + 
image annotation has significantly different in the gap-filling task. The test results 
show that the text + image +voice annotation promote vocabulary learning more than 
the text + image annotation. The text + voice annotation and the text + image +voice 
annotation is more conducive to vocabulary memory reservation than the text + image 
annotation. 

Meanwhile, it can be seen from the table that there are significant differences in the 
test results of the three annotation methods in the low-level English learners' reading 
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tasks in the instant test; there is no significant difference in the text meaning test, and 
there is a significant difference between the text + voice and the text + image of the 
gap-filling task; there are no significant differences in the three annotations in the 
delay test. 

Analysis and discussion: This paper studies the effect of different annotation 
modes on incidental vocabulary acquisition of English learners at different levels. The 
results show that, for high-level learners, text + picture + voice annotation mode can 
better promote incidental vocabulary learning than text + picture while there is no 
significant difference for low-level learners. According to the analysis, the voice is 
the pronunciation and spelling of new words and their example sentences, which 
spends so much time that students can’t grasp new words. For low-level English 
learners, voice annotation is not effective for the fast speed of pronunciation that ex-
ceeds the hearing ability of subjects while voice annotation is more beneficial to high-
level English learners to master vocabulary than text +picture annotation. 

The experimental results also show that, for low-level learners, the effect of text + 
voice annotation in gap filling task is better than the text + picture annotation, indicat-
ing that the combination annotation of text and voice is better than the combination 
annotation of text and picture. This may be because voice is related to phoneme and 
spelling of words. Thus, text and voice can promote the combination of the meanings 
and forms of words while text and picture only highlight the meaning. Therefore, the 
promotion effect of text + picture annotation on incidental vocabulary acquisition is 
not as good as that of text + voice annotation or text + picture + voice annotation. 

Research implications: In vocabulary learning, learners should pay attention to 
the combination of multimedia and should be good at using the multimedia learning 
environment to link language information with non-verbal information, so as to 
deepen the understanding and memory of vocabulary more effectively and achieve 
better results. learning result. 

Teachers should use multimedia to teach vocabulary, which is more effective than 
just presenting abstract words. For low-level English learners, the combination of text 
and drawing combinations, especially the combination of Chinese characters and 
drawings, is most beneficial for their vocabulary learning. 

In the production of multimedia courseware, the matching method of filling mode 
and different processing modes should be considered to adapt to different learning 
needs. 

5 Conclusion 

Incidental vocabulary acquisition is an effective way of vocabulary learning. At 
present, the study of incidental vocabulary acquisition in reading comprehension has 
become a research hotspot. This paper researches the effect of computer multimedia 
assisted word annotation on incidental vocabulary acquisition of English reading and 
conducts relevant empirical studies. This paper first expounds the related concepts, 
puts forward the main problems, and completes the empirical research experiment by 
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setting reasonable experimental contents. This paper has the following conclusions 
and expectations: 

• Different modes of annotation all have a positive effect on the incidental vocabu-
lary acquisition, and this effect is related to learners’ English levels 

• For high-level learners, the effect of text + picture + voice annotation mode is the 
best while text + voice annotation mode is the best for low-level learners. Text + 
picture + voice annotation mode is more conducive to long-term memory and the 
retention of vocabulary. 

• In English teaching, the application of multimedia assisted annotation in reading 
should be strengthened so that learners can achieve incidental vocabulary learning 
and mastery in reading. 
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